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To open the door

Factory default setting: blank registration in the Fingerprint Chipset. Any fingerprint 
can open the door. 
Fingerprint Chipset’s maximum capacity is 30 fingerprint registrations.
Operation: put your finger onto the Sensor and wait unit green LED light turns on. 
Then after 2 “dd” and the door will pop-out to open automatically. If wrong finger (not 
registered), red LED light on and the door keeps closed. If low voltage, after green 
LED light turns off and the door open, then red LED light flash and 3 “ddd”, remind-
ing user to change the internal batteries.

To close the door

Make sure shut the door 100% to close position and press the button on front panel 
and wait until the motor pushes the bolts to lock the door.

To register the Fingerprint

1. When the door is open, press the green Button on the back of the door’s side 
panel. 
2. When you see the orange LED light turns on, hold your finger onto the Sensor 
and wait until orange LED light turns off.
3. Leave your finger OFF the Sensor.
4. After 1 second, orange LED light turns on, please put the same finger onto 
Sensor and hold until orange LED light turns off.
5. Leave your finger OFF the Sensor.
6. After 1 second, orange LED light turns on, please put the same finger onto 
Sensor and hold until orange LED light turns off and green LED light turns on and 2 
“dd”, which means registration process is succeed.
7. In case the process is fail, you will see red LED light on and 3 “dd”. Then you 
must repeat the whole steps from the beginning.

Remarks:

1. If the Fingerprint Chipset is full with 30 fingerprint registrations, red LED light 
flashes and 5 “ddddd” – which means user cannot register any more new fingerprint. 
2. During the new registration, user must put the SAME finger onto Sensor 3 times. 
The more finger area (same finger) you input during this process, the easier for the 
Sensor to recognize your finger in daily operation. So, we suggest you adjust your 
finger’s angle when in registration. (Make sure the Sensor can collect your Same 
finger’s fingerprint as much as possible)

To delete Fingerprint Registration and recover to factory setting

1. Remove one battery from the internal battery holder.
2. Put your finger onto Sensor to release the rest power reserved inside the Chipset.
3. Then press and HOLD the green Button on the back of the door’s side panel and 
while at the same time use another hand to install that one battery back to the internal 
battery holder.
4. Keep pressing the green Button (from step 3 to step 4, not release the green 
Button) and wait until red and green lights ON.
5. When you hear 2 “dd” and then you can release the green Button. Now ALL the 
fingerprint registrations have been deleted. Now any fingerprint can open the door.

Notice: 

The fingerprint registrations can only be deleted totally, it cannot delete 1 fingerprint by 
single. For Safety concern, we suggest user Delete Fingerprint Registration at the 1st 
usage.
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